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4#iP flio foiloyiag eonc&usisno cm ho fcata relative 'to
part B of tlio theliSf*
(A) A fluerecarbdB payer plant has the folloying advantages**
(a) though the 'SasMne ejrelo officieeoy of a plant t?ith a
fluorecarbos, refrigerant m yorbing ao4i.ua is layer then
that of a steam operated ftlassS* the overall efficiency
'higher than the latter plant because of better

Of the tft&mw plant feeOGm&wevovoihititv of the former

:-&m to the adoption of 8t©iss*^ti<x& cycle.
fb) Shota is- less tgssMso: blade erosion m the esBofioisa -at
of the fluid tohws place only in the diy region* Besides-*
fluorocarbon tofrigerants io mt. have .any. corrosive
■aetioa on the usual .ttsbino blade mteriaia*,
(e) la case of a. steam: plant,' molsta>@ msid smew
•

,

_

*

sateatlon loom® ta?:o place In the si.o.ao turbine* • 1
flioso losses ylH not oqcarif in fluorocarbon turbines*
as tbo

not .bo yot-aftor ospm3sioBP ,

(d) 'It fa mm that the sis® of a fluorocarbon- turbine and
eoBdenser Is ssneb smaller' thou a steam turbine sad

(c) fhoro. yin not bo mw necessity
isl a fltisroearboB power

of

install tog reheatere

(f) As, the. enthalpy &roi> of a fluorocarbon turbine Is
■ small*' the ntiabey of ■ expansion stages is; much less,
than that ■ Of a steam turbine* Another advantage of1
this is that the former1 can. be directly coupled to
•

an electric generator whereas the latter usually

(g) A' fluorocarbon power plant can ran most, economically ■
by tubing heat efTom the exhaust- .gases of internal Mi
combustion engines* openr-eycle- gas turbine s and
steam power stations*
(B) , A ■fluorocarbon power plant,, In comparison with a.- suW
critical steam power plant operating between the- same
temperature limits and having the same output* has the
following, disadvantages*- * .

-v

(a) 'High initial. cost of liquid and ma-he up fluid*
. <b) Higher strength required for a supercritical Freon
*

boiler as compared to- a sub-critical steam "boiler*

(c) Slightly higher cost of llfiaM pipe lines. '
CO

It is possible to produce about 'SO percent of additional,

power from the exhaust gases of a medium siSed gas turbine
(about 10,000 tup) with the- help of.a Freon turbine,

if the

exhaust gases of such. a. gas turbine are utilised to -operate
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a steam operated waste heat recovery plant instead -of' a
freon plant* the thermal efficiency of the -former - (t#e*
steam plant) will be - about■ 6$- lower- than' the latter#

-<D|

A'refrigerant
<

power

a dual cycle

plant can also work In the lower

stage of? plant in a gas cooled reactor*
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SCOPE

<*
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As this thesis -contains two parts it is. natural
that, the 'future scopes will ''also hare to- he discussed
in two. parts f

(A)

Under- this item m shall hare to discuss .the

future scopes of theoretical. •estimation of many properties,

In part A of this thesis the following thermodynamic properties
relating to- pure - components have been estimateds-*
Critical pressure. Critical, lemperaturc, Critical .Volume, Ideal, gas heat Capacity, Saturation Pressures, latent heat
of CTi -vaporisation, Enthalpy and Entropy .
a Except for the ideal gas heat Capacity and Critical
properties, which have been estimated for about fifteen
different refrigerants, other properties have been.estimated
only 'for

%■ IS and B 3i%. fhe.se-properties, can. also be

evaluated for other-refrigerants*

...

.

(B) - only in ease of ideal gas heat capacity, some
calculations have been made, for one, aseotropc*

All the Chore

.properties can also.be theoretically estimated .for other mixture
of refrigerants and aaeotrop.es and. the most- reliable method .on
the basis, of experimental. results Can be determined.

(C)

The. normal foiling points can he estimated and a

relation between the noisaal boiling' point .and the number of
chlorine or fluorine atoms in, a refrigerant can be established.

transport. ..mpmz&m.*
In addition to the ihemnodyneiaie- properties' .mentioned
.above, transport properties like viscosity * thermal conductivity
and diffusion Co-effietets can. also, be predicted.*

The

predicted values can be cellared with the available eWriiagistal
values, and accurate theoretical methods can be .established.
■ trndef this heading. some,, more derived properties Mite
condensing heat transfer eo^effioieiit, boiling heat transfer
co-efficient, and Pran&tl number etc.-, can also be predicted.
|;s semaMon for condensation
on horisoaiaX tubes is - gi%en belows-

i'

ff2- 8 *
Q.*?25'
ll' 33

where

■ .,

At

,

'

h^

=

mean local, heat transfer coefficient

Kg '

w

thermal conductivity, of condensate at. t%.5

fg-

«

density of • condensate' film at t°p

^

■ ss . • latent, heat of Condensation at t%

. . - •!!_ .. -=

t>Q

;™

Ho*-of horizontal,tubes in condenser
outside dia of water.tubes
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/jjj. ..can he Estimated accurately,

'em be xxiienXated, from the-above equation and a condenser
can thus. be designed, at least for- preliminary investigations.!.
Some other properties’ like heat of mixing, free energy*
and panachcr which dr$ more Useful fg& Chemical Engineers and'
for the solution of problems. ext, mixed, refrigerants, dan also
be predicted# . A few references on this subject have, been
given in the Bibliography* -

All thermodynamic and transport-'properties relating to
mixed refrigerants can.also be predieted mid thus the
performances of refrigeration plants1 using mixed refrigerants
can be predieted#. In this connection the works- of
Arora^i^ and Gnptaj5i,sg7 are worth -mentioning# fhe existence
of aneotropy can also be .pre-determined by ■theoretical methods..
Some references, have been given isi Bibliography on the
theoretical methods of estimations of the above mentioned
properties#,

As described in' section 2*11 of Part A of this thesis,,
direct experimental, determination of enthalpy many be done
and the respite may be compared with theoretical values and it
with the values obtained from P^V-*! relations#

5.5.

Experiments, on Freon Tnrbines r
P&rt'B. of this thesis contains oniy/tho theoretical

calculations relating to the performance of freon Turbines
Experiments' should be carried out on freon turbines to
for iff the theoretical results... The. irregular variation
of offieietK^ of a freon super^cfitioal power plant with
temperature requires further investigation.

